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In brief
All-new second generation Volkswagen Tiguan
launches in Australia
All-new, larger generation of the best-selling SUV starts
under $32,000 RRP
Second generation base variant Tiguan $2,000 cheaper
than equivalent model in first generation Tiguan
Class-leading advanced safety features such as Front Assist
and Lane Assist as standard
Premium standard appointments like 8-inch infotainment systems,
Park Assist, rain sensing windscreen wipers and LED tail lights
The latest TSI petrol and TDI diesel engine performance and efficiency,
availability of 4MOTION Active Control enhances capability
Volkswagen Australia has today launched the second generation of its highly
popular and much-lauded Tiguan, which arrives in Australia with a full range of
petrol and diesel variants in several equipment grades.
The new Tiguan sets new standards in design, driving experience, safety, comfort
and functionality. Visually the Tiguan presents a completely new dynamic design
character for Volkswagen SUVs. Larger proportions directly translate into a more
spacious interior, paired with a significant gain in luggage space and versatility.
Tiguan offers the most comprehensive package of standard innovative safety
technologies and assistance systems in the segment. Standard highlights include
Front Assist, City Emergency Brake, Lane Assist, driver Fatigue Detection, Active
Bonnet, Multi-Collision Brake, Park Assist and Rear View Camera (RVC).
The extensive new engine range consists of three TSI petrol engines: a 110kW,
a 132kW and a range-topping 162kW, and two TDI diesel engines: a 110kW,
and a 140kW engine; each featuring BlueMotion Technology.
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These engines (with the exception of the 110kW TSI) combine with the latest
generation 4MOTION all-wheel drive system with Active Control, providing the
driver with a tangible means of instantly tailoring the driving characteristics of
the Tiguan to the road surface and conditions.
The new Tiguan combines space and flexibility with quality finishes and the
availability of premium features and technologies. Australian-delivered Tiguans
also usher in a new era of technology and functionality with the Active Info
Display (digital instrument display) and Area View, which ensures exceptional
all-round visibility. The lower load sill and electric tailgate with Easy Open and
Close functions ensure loading the boot is effortless. 3-zone climate control
air conditioning system including Air Care function delivers precise multi-zone
temperature control to all passengers and 8” infotainment and navigation
systems combine with App-Connect for complete connectivity.
Despite moving into a larger vehicle category and offering an expansive raft
of standard safety and convenience equipment, the all-new second generation
Tiguan will be significantly cheaper to buy than the comparable entry level
model of the first generation Tiguan, which launched in 2008*.
The all-new Tiguan range begins with the tech-laden 110TSI Trendline manual
variant at $31,990; $2,000 more affordable than the comparable first generation
entry model at the time of its launch.
As with other Volkswagen passenger models, the all-new Tiguan will be offered
in a number of equipment grades, the entry-level Trendline, the mid-level
Comfortline, and the high-spec Highline grade. The model and grade breakdown
is as follows:

Tiguan Trendline (110TSI manual and DSG) from RRP $31,990
As the starting point for the Tiguan range, the Trendline specification is far from
entry-level. 110TSI manual and DSG transmission-equipped Tiguans offer an
extremely high level of standard equipment, which includes Front Assist with
City Emergency Brake, Lane Assist, 17-inch alloy wheels, Park Assist, RVC,
low tyre pressure indicator, LED tail lights, an eight-inch Composition Media
infotainment system with App-Connect USB interface, automatic headlights
and rain-sensing windscreen wipers, cruise control and a leather multi-function
steering wheel.
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Tiguan Comfortline (110TSI DSG, 110TDI DSG and 132TSI DSG)
from RRP $36,990
Expanding on the already exhaustive list of the Trendline’s standard equipment,
the Tiguan Comfortline grade offers a raft of additional convenience features
to further enhance the Tiguan. Key features included in the Comfortline grade
include: Driving profile selection with 4MOTION Active Control, 3-zone climate
control air conditioning, satellite navigation, colour multi-function display, folding
table on front seat backrests, front fog lights, carpet floor mats, extended roof
storage console, luggage floor net, chrome roof rails, chrome window surrounds
and painted bumper inserts and a storage drawer under the front seats.

Tiguan Highline (140TDI DSG and 162TSI DSG) from RRP $48,490
Offering unprecedented levels of exclusivity to the discerning customer wanting
the best of everything, the Highline grade completes the Tiguan range with the
highest level of technology, premium appointments and luxurious comfort.
Highline features include: LED headlights with dynamic cornering lights,
18-inch alloy wheels, Keyless Access, electronically-operated tailgate with Easy
Open and Close, an 8-inch Discover Pro satellite navigation system, Vienna
leather-appointed upholstery, heated comfort sport front seats, an electronicallyadjustable driver’s seat with three-position memory, interior ambient lighting
and LED reading lights, power folding door mirrors, steering wheel-mounted
gearshift paddles, dark tinted rear side and rear windows, premium LED tail
lights and a chrome strip in the front lower air intake.

Optional packages
To offer further customisation to customers, Volkswagen Australia is also
pleased to offer the new Tiguan with a number of optional packages, including:

Luxury Package (Comfortline) RRP $5,000
Expanding upon the Comfortline’s specification, the optional Luxury Package
includes: Vienna leather-appointed upholstery, electronically adjustable driver’s
seat with three-position memory, heated front seats, power folding door mirrors,
Keyless Access, electronically-operated tailgate with Easy Open and Close, and
a panoramic electric glass sunroof.
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Driver Assistance package (Comfortline and Highline) from RRP $2,000
Enhancing Tiguan Comfortline and Highline models with the latest in Volkswagen
technology, the Driver Assistance Package offers Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC),
Side Assist with Rear Traffic Alert, Active Info display, power folding door mirrors
and Area View.

R-Line Package (Highline) RRP $4,000
As premiered in the current generation Tiguan, the optional R-Line Package
enhances the strong on-road presence of the Tiguan Highline exponentially.
Including unique styling and technology, the R-Line upgrade changes the visual
appearance of the Tiguan with an exclusive R-Line body kit, R-Line interior,
20-inch alloy wheels, adaptive chassis control and progressive steering.

Model Retail Price
Tiguan 110TSI Trendline 6 Speed Manual

$31,990

Tiguan 110TSI Trendline 6 Speed DSG

$34,490

Tiguan 110TSI Comfortline 6 Speed DSG

$36,990

Tiguan 132TSI Comfortline 7 Speed DSG

$41,490

Tiguan 110TDI Comfortline 7 Speed DSG

$42,990

Tiguan 162TSI Highline 7 Speed DSG

$48,490

Tiguan 140TDI Highline 7

$49,990

Options

Metallic / Pearl Effect Paint

$700

Driver Assistance package – Comfortline

$2,250

Driver Assistance package – Highline

$2,000

Luxury package – Comfortline

$5,000

R-Line package – Highline

$4,000

Panoramic Electric Glass Sunroof – Highline

$2,000

* 1st generation 125TSI manual ($33,990) vs 2nd generation 110TSI manual ($31,990)
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Strategy & market
Tiguan essentials
2.8 million Tiguan buyers since its original market launch in 2007
New Tiguan kicks off comprehensive global SUV product offensive
By the end of this decade, Volkswagen will offer at least one SUV
in each relevant segment
A high seat position paired with safety and comfort are the attributes of any
popular SUV. At around 30 per cent of all sales, SUVs are the fastest growing body
style worldwide. The A-SUV segment alone, to which the new Tiguan belongs,
is growing tremendously. Forecasts for the next four years call for further global
growth of more than 2 million vehicles.
When Volkswagen introduced the original Tiguan in 2007 it wrote a compelling
sales success story. Since then, 2.8 million customers worldwide have chosen
the Tiguan. Customers value their Tiguan in more than 170 countries across the
globe. This makes the Tiguan one of the key product pillars of the Volkswagen
brand alongside the Golf, Passat and Polo.
Volkswagen is beginning to systematically extend its range of SUVs globally,
starting with the new Tiguan. By the end of this decade, Volkswagen will offer
one SUV model in every relevant segment. A show car recently presented in
Geneva, the stylish T-Cross Breeze SUV convertible offered a first look at a future
model. Another clear sign of its determination is that Volkswagen developed the
Tiguan with two wheelbases to fulfil the wish for seven seats and more leg room
in certain markets such as the USA and China. The mid-size SUV announced for
these markets is also in the starting blocks. And the Touareg, an established
premium SUV, will of course welcome a new edition in the next year. In the Polo
class, beneath the Tiguan, the T-Cross Breeze will be followed by a production
SUV model inspired by the T-Roc concept car.
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Design
Style and substance
New design language creates a distinctive independent SUV
design character at Volkswagen
Use of the MQB platform has enabled more striking proportions
and a dynamic design
Lines and light concepts, both exterior and interior,
support the dynamic look
The unmistakable SUV profile of the new Tiguan radiates power, confidence and
control. This impression is created because the designers, under the leadership of
Klaus Bischoff, applied this simple ethos: less is more. The new Tiguan naturally
appeals through its elegant design. The proportions of the entry model with front
wheel drive give it a powerful stance on the road with a 38mm reduction in height
to 1,648mm and a 30mm growth in width to 1,839mm. At 4,486mm in length, it is
also 60mm longer than its predecessor. The wheelbase was extended to 2,681mm –
a gain of 76mm. At the front, in particular, the unit formed by the radiator grille and
the LED projection headlights (standard in the Highline equipment line) reinforces
the car’s powerful impression and upright stance.
At the sides, the waist and character lines as well as the eye-catching wheel
arches attest to the creativity of the designers. The well thought-out production
technology is similarly significant. For instance, the door handles have been
integrated seamlessly. Meanwhile the Tiguan’s character line helps to define a rear
section whose clear edges and horizontally aligned surfaces expertly continue the
story of sporty all-rounders. The SUV design language is utilised consistently in
the interior, too. The cockpit, for example, is now aligned towards the driver for
better comfort and without constricting or disturbing the airy impression of the
interior. At the same time, the wider centre console typical of SUVs is paired with
the new 4MOTION Active Control rotary switch to create a defining interior element
with a premium feel as also seen in the Touareg. In the pleasant atmosphere of
the ambient lighting, the sophisticated overall impression is completed by the
panoramic roof (870mm x 1,364mm, available as an option) and details like the
elegant door handles and smart trim strips.
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Concept & package
More Tiguan than ever
Generous interior offers more head room and knee room than previously
When the rear bench is folded the cargo space, at 1,655 litres,
is 145 litres larger than before
2,500 kg towing capacity for all Tiguan versions with 4MOTION
Lower load sill improves ease of use and underscores the
Tiguan’s everyday utility
Optimised body structure and improved aerodynamics add
to occupant comfort
Size is not an end in itself. But it is one of the factors that determine comfort.
The new Tiguan, with an interior 26mm longer than previously, is now one of
the most spacious cars in its class. At the rear, up to three passengers can now
enjoy 29mm more knee room. Despite its lower overall height, the vehicle has
an ergonomic design that offers more headroom. Seat height, which customers
consider so very important, was raised 8mm in the new Tiguan. The car also offers
a sliding rear bench that was optimised to permit 180mm of adjustment – 20mm
more than in the previous model. When the rear bench is slid forwards, the boot
offers 615 litres of space. This means that the new Tiguan can easily handle all of
the equipment for any outdoor trip. When the rear bench is folded, the vehicle’s
1,655 litres of boot volume, which is a gain of 145 litres is enough for all manner of
large loads.
When it comes to aerodynamics, the new Tiguan has been significantly optimised.
It has a Cd figure as low as 0.32 and is therefore 13 per cent better than its
predecessor’s 0.37. This has been achieved via a number of individual measures
– from the aerodynamically shaped car body to an optimised underbody concept.
Compared with the outgoing model, the weight of the new Tiguan has been reduced
by up to 53kg. In the body alone, around 12kg of weight is saved despite the longer
wheelbase and longer vehicle length.
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Overall, Volkswagen’s developers have succeeded in creating a small masterpiece
in the body of the new Tiguan. For instance, lightweight design measures were
implemented such as “tailored blanks” – the load-optimised thickening of sheet
metal blanks. In addition, optimising the rear portal and the cross members
between the rear wheel housings made the body much stiffer, despite a significant
lengthening of 77mm in the critical zone between the A and C pillars. The rear hatch
was also enlarged compared with the previous model. Nonetheless, the important
parameter of torsional rigidity is optimised in the new Tiguan. At 28,000Nm/degree
without a panoramic roof and 25,000Nm/degree with the panoramic roof, the
figures for the new Tiguan surpass those of the previous model. It also points out
the limitations of many competitors. Customers directly benefit in terms of better
ride comfort and greater safety.
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Drive system
Engines and transmissions
Extended engine range with three petrol and two diesel powerplants
that meet all requirements
Larger range of 4MOTION systems including the new 4MOTION Active
Control, total of four engines available with 4MOTION
The extended engine range of the new Tiguan gives customers the greatest possible
range of choices for power, style and comfort. The three petrol engines, with power
outputs from 110kW to 162kW, and the diesel engines from 110kW to 140kW are
more powerful and more fuel-efficient than the comparable engines of the previous
model. The high-volume diesel will be the 2.0 TDI with 110kW with 4MOTION and a
dual clutch gearbox (DSG) . In addition, the 2.0 TSI with 132kW, 4MOTION and DSG
is a completely new engine.
Initially, Volkswagen Australia is offering all engines in its local range, with the
exception of the higher output 162kW petrol engine, reserved for the Highline
grade, which will be available for customers early in 2017, but available to order at
the time of launch.
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Vehicle dynamics
Technology in motion
4MOTION Active Control delivers safety at the push of a button
Adaptive chassis control offers individual and improved driving properties
Progressive steering ensures maximum precision
Off-road, the new Tiguan is an exciting and dynamic trailblazer with optimal
driving properties. The new 4MOTION Active Control enables safe progress under
the toughest conditions in Offroad mode. The electronic accelerator pedal can be
metered precisely. With the new Tiguan 4MOTION models equipped with DSG, the
dual clutch gearbox upshifts later. The driver can avoid mandatory shifts by shifting
gears via the tip gate (+/-); this also permits the use of engine braking. In this case
“automatic freewheeling” is deactivated, which is decoupling of the engine to make
use of the kinetic energy of coasting. Traction control (ASR) governs engine speed
and simultaneously controls traction and driving stability. In parallel, the steering
system and adaptive damper control switch over to a suitable driving profile.
Electronic Stabilisation Program (ESP) activates the Offroad characteristic, and the
driver assistance systems for hill ascent and descent come into play. In addition,
the dynamic cornering lights open up a brighter and wider light pattern near the car.
The new Tiguan performs all of the tasks set before it quickly and effortlessly. This
lets the driver enjoy an entirely new level of comfort and convenience. On the road,
off-road or on ice or snow. The driving experience is optimised by the optionally
available adaptive chassis control. The Tiguan has been tuned with new control
valves for greater ride comfort and a broader spread of driving profiles. The chassis
control system delivers a breadth of choices to suit different driving styles – very
conveniently at the push of a button. Meanwhile, the optional progressive steering
system assures precise and dynamic driving and enhances ride comfort at slow
speeds and in manoeuvring.

The all-wheel drive of the Tiguan 4MOTION in detail
Situation-based power distribution The all-wheel drive 4MOTION operates with

an innovative multi-plate clutch for seamless power distribution between the
front and rear axle. Normally, the new Tiguan is driven primarily via the front axle.
This saves energy. But as soon as there is a risk of losing traction, the rear axle is
smoothly engaged in a fraction of a second.
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The distribution of traction to all four wheels is already active before slip occurs.
This almost entirely eliminates any loss of traction. Background: while many car
drivers assume that an all-wheel drive system operates with load distributions such
as 100:0 (i.e. 100 per cent of the power is transferred to the front axle in normal
driving) and 40:60 (60 per cent of maximum load at the rear axle), for a long time
now the use of modern traction control systems has made it possible to variably
distribute loads to all four wheels with pinpoint accuracy. And, as mentioned, this
can be done before traction is lost. There is, therefore, no ‘fixed’ distribution of
drive forces. The distribution is continually adapted to current driving conditions. If
slip still occurs at a wheel, power is redistributed to where it is needed at that time.
Therefore, the 4MOTION system is considered to be a permanent all-wheel drive
with the ability to variably distribute loads.
Function of the multi-plate clutch As noted, power can be delivered to the rear

axle in the blink of an eye if required. The system works as follows: a control unit
continually adjusts the ideal drive torque for the rear axle of the Tiguan 4MOTION and
controls how much the multi-plate clutch should engage by activating the oil pump.
The oil pressure increases the contact pressure at the clutch plates in proportion
to the desired torque at the rear axle. So, the level of pressure applied to the clutch
plates can be used to continuously vary the magnitude of the transmitted torque.
Even when driving off at speed and accelerating, the wheels of the Tiguan are
prevented from spinning, because the control unit regulates the torque distribution
based on dynamic axle loads. Activation of the multi-plate clutch is based
primarily on the engine torque demanded by the driver. In parallel, a driving status
identification system within the all-wheel drive control unit evaluates parameters
such as wheel speeds and the steering angle. If necessary, nearly 100 per cent of the
drive torque can be directed to the rear axle. During manoeuvring or when driving
through tight bends, mechanical stresses to the drivetrain are avoided by reducing
the torque at the multi-plate clutch. The opposite occurs when the accelerator
pedal is pressed hard. In this case, the clutch torque is quickly increased accordingly.
Meanwhile, at high speeds servo pre-actuation of the clutch as a function of engine
torque is eliminated in order to minimise fuel consumption. In this case, frontwheel drive is dominant. Nonetheless, the 4MOTION system continues to be a
permanent all-wheel drive system even in this situation, because the rear axle is
engaged progressively as soon as slip is detected at the front axle or the new Tiguan
is driven with elevated lateral acceleration.
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EDL and XDL+ Along with the multi-plate clutch that acts as a longitudinal lock, the

electronic differential locks (EDL) integrated in the Electronic Stabilisation Program
(ESP) act as transverse locks for all four wheels. If a wheel starts to spin, these
systems ensure that drive power is directed to the wheel with more grip within
fractions of a second. In addition, all Tiguan 4MOTION versions are equipped with
the XDL+ function at both axles. During fast cornering, XDL+ brakes the wheels on
the inside of the bend thus optimising steering response (more precise steering
angle). At the same time cornering traction is further improved and agility increased,
because the increased grip when exiting the bend makes higher speeds possible.
In technical terms, XDL+ is a functional extension of the electronic differential lock.
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Safety
Safety and driver assistance
New Tiguan sets standards when it comes to safety
Front Assist with City Emergency Braking; active bonnet; multi-collision
braking and Lane Assist are fitted as standard
Active bonnet (already in Touran overseas) reduces the risk of injury to
pedestrians and cyclists by lifting upward in the event of an impact
The MQB enables even more safety from the factory. When it comes to active and
passive safety, the new MQB-based Tiguan is a premium class performer. Standard
features include Front Assist with City Emergency Braking, active engine bonnet
and Lane Assist. The safety equipment is completed by a network of seven airbags
– including a knee airbag on the driver’s side. It sets standards, and not only for
Medium SUVs. The new Tiguan, in particular, like all Volkswagen cars based on the
MQB platform, also comes with the multi-collision braking system which helps to
avoid dangerous secondary collisions.
Front Assist, which is included as standard in even the entry version of the new
Tiguan, monitors the surroundings by radar sensor and brakes via an emergency
braking function if the driver has overlooked an obstacle. What is new is that the
sensing in the new Tiguan is exclusively by radar sensor and not in combination with
the multifunction camera. The Lane Assist lane departure warning system that is
included as standard is definitely a new and unique standard feature in the Medium
SUV segment.
Other examples of standard safety solutions include the Driver Fatigue Detection
System; and adaptive cruise control (ACC) included in the optional Driver Assistance
package.
The Active Bonnet reduces the risk of injury to pedestrians and cyclists. When
contact is made with the bumper, a sensor strip triggers a pyrotechnic actuator
that lifts the rear edge of the bonnet around 50mm within 22 milliseconds. This
increases the distance between the hard engine components and the relatively
flexible bonnet. In turn, it reduces the risk of serious head injuries.
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Comfort
Convenience and practicality
The Active Info Display – a digital instrument cluster – is being
implemented in the compact class for the first time and features
a specific offroad profile
New generation of seat structure and completely redeveloped
foam contours enhance comfort and lateral support
3-zone climate control system with Air Care delivers clean and
personalised air conditioning
Convenient remote seatback unlatching makes it easy to fold down
the rear bench
As sporty and rugged as the new Tiguan appears, it is still uncompromising when it
comes to comfort. The new model has made significant gains compared with the
already comfortable previous model, from the larger interior – in which high-quality
materials form a harmonious unit together with the completely redesigned cockpit
– to the flexible and capacious boot space.
New to the compact class is the Active Info Display, as seen internationally in the
Passat, and now with SUV-specific instruments. In combination with the display
of the radio or navigation system this creates a virtual, flexible human-machine
interface (HMI) whose displays complement one another. Six different views may
be selected for the 12.3-inch Active Info Display. New in the Tiguan is an offroad
display profile with steering angle indicator and compass that was specially
designed for the car. When navigation is activated the large central display can be
selected, as in the Passat. Here, 3D navigation is shown directly in the Active Info
Display in a large size in addition to the infotainment screen.
LED headlights The all-LED headlight with lens and reflector equipped as standard

on the Highline grade – adds another highlight. It is more powerful than a bi-xenon
headlight and also has whiter light. Along with the dipped and main beam lights, the
turn indicator and daytime running light signatures are implemented as an LED unit.
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Improved seat comfort The second generation seat structure being used for the

first time in the new Tiguan delivers relaxed comfort – even on rough surfaces.
The front seat structure, whose weight has been reduced substantially, is being
used for the first time at Volkswagen in the new Tiguan. Weight savings of 20 per
cent have been achieved by the new design approaches that utilise innovative
materials and production methods. In addition, the wires that are woven in a
meandering pattern in the seat surface help to achieve light springing – and thereby
an improvement in comfort, especially on uneven driving surfaces.
The driver and front passenger sit much more comfortably overall, Their comfort
has been significantly improved over longer periods of driving in the new Tiguan,
and the foam contours of the seats have been completely redesigned compared to
the previous model. The contours offer better lateral support for passengers and
the foam offers a much more flexible fit to the body.
Automatic climate control: 3-zone innovation Clean, allergen-free air and a

healthy environment: the new 3-zone climate control system in the new Tiguan
offers personalised climate comfort for driver and passengers. The air quality sensor
with allergen filter prevents hazardous materials from entering the car’s interior.
Sun and humidity sensors help to achieve optimal climate control in the interior and
regulate air humidity, thereby reducing the incidence of window fogging.
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Infotainment
Connectivity
Thanks to App-Connect, nearly any smartphone based on iOS,
Android or Mirrorlink can be networked with the new Tiguan
The Radio Composition Media and Navigation Discover Media systems
now also have an 8-inch display
In the new Tiguan Volkswagen is implementing the latest generation of
infotainment, based on the MIB. The new Tiguan comes standard with a highresolution full-colour display in the vehicle’s centre console. The Discover Media
(standard on Comfortline) and Discover Pro navigation units (standard on highline)
offer excellent visibility thanks to their 8-inch displays. Of course, all units offer
standard App-Connect for new generation iPhone and Android devices.
App-Connect The standard App-Connect functionality provide a connection to

consumer electronic devices in the new Tiguan. with App Connect, nearly any
smartphone can be fully integrated in the new Tiguan via Apple CarPlay, Android
Auto or MirrorLink. Everyone is also “always on” in Offroad mode. The risk of
distraction from driving is reduced by use of the USB port on the centre console to
mirror the smartphone display onto the vehicle’s display. The driver could even use
the MirrorLink app Cam Connect to have images shown on the display of the radio
or navigation system sourced from a GoPro camera mounted in a horse trailer being
towed by the new Tiguan.

For further information:
Paul Pottinger, General Manager, Corporate Communications

T: (02) 9695 6196

M: 0434 755 158

E: paul.pottinger@volkswagen.com.au

Kurt McGuiness, Public Relations Manager

T: (02) 9695 6198

M: 0413 135 334

E: kurt.mcguiness@volkswagen.com.au

Prices subject to change without notice. The Recommended Retail Price is a suggested retail price
only. It does not take into account cost savings which may be realised by dealers under The New Tax
System. Dealers have an independent obligation to comply with the price exploitation provisions
in the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth), which may require them to adjust this RRP. Prices quoted are
Manufacturer List Prices excluding dealer delivery charges, which may vary from dealer to dealer
and statutory charges, which vary from state to state.
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